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 David Foster Wallace gave the commencement speech at Kenyon College  a few years ago and within it he toyed with typical 1

commencement speech cliches.  He dissected the adage that “college is where you go to get knowledge for life.”  At first he made fun 
of it before digging deeply into it.  Once he ended his speech he’d openly challenged the graduates and everyone else present (and the 
millions who’ve watched his YouTube video) to remember that we all have a choice.   
 That choice, he said, was whether we wanted to get out of our default mode that keeps us completely self-centered.  What the 
world teaches us is that we are first.  Take care of yourself and your needs.  When you are late, it is someone else’s fault; when you are 
trying to get home from the grocery store and the one person in front of you is writing a check—you can’t believe someone still writes 
checks; if you are stuck in traffic it’s because some bad driver—probably a huge SUV—did something illegal and caused a backup.   
 He challenges this default mode, calling on each of us to use the knowledge we’ve gleaned from our education (whether in 
school or through life experience) and choose to see the other side of the story.  Maybe it isn’t someone else’s fault that you left the 
office late and got caught in traffic; and maybe that person writes checks because they had too many credit cards stolen online; and 
maybe that person who caused the accident was trying to get home to a sick child or parent and didn’t mean to cut someone off.   
 What’s your default mode?  Are you the person I described a minute ago?  Do you see obstacles and obstructions when you 
look at people, cars or your family?  I listened to Wallace’s commencement speech because a friend invited me to hear it.  Reluctant 
because I was busy, I finally took the time this week while Lydia was putting Margot to bed.  Halfway through the speech all I could 
think about was Paul looking at the crippled man and seeing that he had faith to be healed and then saying, “Stand upright on your 
feet.”   
 Wallace says we have a choice between our self-centered default mode or seeing the world around us through someone else’s 
eyes.  I’d challenge that and say we have an additional choice after that.  The choice to see the world through someone else’s eyes is 
one of compassion for humanity—the additional choice is one of faith.  The first one all of us can make—doesn’t matter our belief 
system or if we have one.  The second one invites us to see someone more than another person; it invites us to see God.   
 When Paul saw that man who’d been crippled since birth he had compassion on him.  That’s what we teach our children—or 
hope to teach them—to treat everyone with respect.  But he doesn’t stop there.  He sees God in this man through his faith and tells—
shouts, in fact—that he stand upright.  And the crippled man does it.   

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CrOL-ydFMI1
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CrOL-ydFMI


 Here’s what’s striking about this incident—Paul names a man’s faith and calls him to use it.  This story is something I love and 
fear.  There is nothing better than seeing a story of a faithful person receiving something wonderful.  These are the stories that make us 
smile and shed a little tear in the morning while drinking our coffee.  These are the stories that remind us that there is good in the 
world.  But they are usually on the screen and far away.   
 We may have a more personal connection to a story of a faithful person, but we are often witnesses of the story—not main 
actors.  Nonetheless we love these stories because they are reminders that we are to have faith and to emulate it.  These are the stories 
we tell our children, hoping they’ll have faith like those in the stories.  When we do this we fulfill Wallace’s first invitation to choose 
to get ourselves out of our default mode and to see the world through another’s eyes.   
 But God asks us to do more than witness another’s life—God calls us to name their faith.  This is the second choice.  Do we 
see God in the stories of our own lives or are we content looking at other people’s faith from afar?  The latter seems easier, but it isn’t 
what faith is.   
 Faith is looking at the world around us and then naming it—calling it into action.  Faith is seeing a man instead of a cripple; 
faith is seeing a child who will one day lead a church instead of a nuisance who asks too many questions; and faith is seeing God in 
the imperfect, the broken and that which society looks down upon.   
 This is all good and well and I pray you feel challenged to see the world differently because of this text—but this text isn’t just 
about choosing to see faith in the world.  It is about what happens when that faith is named and it works.  Paul sees the man who is 
crippled and he sees his faith and he names it and then commands him to stand up and then the story takes on a whole new life.   
 The crowds are in a frenzy because of what took place. And they believe Paul and Barnabas are Greek gods who’ve come 
down to earth.  They offer sacrifices to each of them and want to make shrines to commemorate what’s taken place.  This is the part of 
the story when I started dreaming a bit.   
 Paul and Barnabas could have become celebrities in that very moment.  People have become household names for smaller 
events than what just took place.  They could have been given riches beyond their wildest dreams and seats at the most powerful tables 
in town.  In modern day times they could have gotten an airplane to travel the world performing miracles and built a mega-church 
because of their actions.  I’m only human when I admit that sometimes I wonder what that kind of life would be like.  I wouldn’t mind 
being Joel Osteen for a day to have hair like that guy and to be whisked around the world on a private plane.   
 But Paul and Barnabas tear their clothing—a physical sign that they disagree with the crowds.  To tear one’s clothing was a 
sing of humanity—a sign that you are not a god.  Paul and Barnabas want the crowds to know they are messengers of the Living God
—not gods themselves.  This is a huge distinction in their day and age.  The Greek gods were known to be fickle and human like in 
that they’d come down to earth and live amongst humanity when they so desired.  Maybe a sacrifice was deemed worthy or a person 
was attractive enough—whatever the reason something had to compel them to interact with humanity.   
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 Our God, the Living God Paul preaches about, is one who is always with us and not swayed by our sacrifices or way of life.  
The Living God is the God known through the man who is crippled or the outcast who sits at the street corner or the prostitute who 
washes the Lord’s feet.   The Living God is the God known through the rich man who asks what he needs to do to gain eternal life 
because he doubts money can provide it.  And the Living God is the God known through our eyes when we choose to not only see 
another person’s story but engage it.  
 Earlier I said that this story is something I love and fear.  Here’s why I fear it—because when faith works it usually means I’ve 
got to move beyond my comfort zone.  If we believe the stories of Scripture then we must get out of our comfort zone.  Because the 
faith God calls us to see isn’t in the safe confines of our churches or our homes or our parties or our weddings.  To be sure, it is in 
those spots, but that kind of faith is easy to notice.   
 God calls us into the places where faith is more palpable and raw.  The places where we are called to see more than a crippled 
person or an angry person or someone we believe is scamming the government.  God calls us to see a man and a person who’s angry 
because their husband is dying and an individual who’s trying to care for a family as a single parent who can’t catch a break.  But God 
calls us to do more than see them—God calls us to engage them and see their faith, or lack thereof, and sit with them.   
 Paul called that man to stand. Maybe we are called to tell someone they matter or that they are welcome or that it isn’t their 
fault.  And faith means we have to grapple with what happens when we do engage those folks and see what happens when faith works.   
 Your day will be interrupted and your life will cease to be your own.  A good friend in Nashville told me a story about his dad 
he’s never forgotten.  His dad was driving through his town and was late for an appointment.  Racing down the street he noticed a man 
in a wheelchair who was trying to cross the busiest intersection in town.  The only problem was that the intersection didn’t have a 
crosswalk.  Quickly pulling out his phone he called the police and told them about the situation.   
 The dispatcher took down her notes and finally asked my friend’s dad what the man’s name was.  “I don’t know, why does it 
matter,” he replied.  “Well aren’t you standing with him, can’t you ask him?” the dispatcher asked.  “No, I’m late for an appointment, I 
don’t have time to stop and help.  That’s why I’m calling you.”   
 Our default mode is programmed to be self-centered.  If we try hard enough we can choose to see another’s humanity and 
imagine his/her situation.  If we are people of faith we don’t stop there—we pull over, ask a person’s name and wait.  When faith 
works it transforms your life.  The choices are yours.   

May God bless this witness and this congregation.  Amen.  
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